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Esercitazione

• Effettuare l’analisi delle componenti principali sul 
data set “olive oils”

Forina, Armanino, Lanteri, Tiscornia (1983) Classification of 
Olive Oils from their Fatty Acid Composition, in Martens and 
Russwurm (ed) Food Research and Data Anlysis.

Variabili :

region Three super-classes of Italy: North, South and the 
island of Sardinia

area Nine collection areas: three from North, four from South 
and 2 from Sardinia

palmitic, palmitoleic, stearic, oleic, linoleic, linolenic, arachidic, 
eicosenoic fatty acids percent x 100 

FormatA 572 x 10 numeric array
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• I calcoli verranno effettuati nell’ambiente di 

calcolo e visualizzazione statistica “R”, freeware, 

per Windows, Linux e Mac

• http://www.R-project.org/

• http://rm.mirror.garr.it/mirrors/CRAN/

• Scaricate ed installate R sul vostro PC
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• Analisi delle Componenti Principali con R 

Francesca Marta Lilja Di Lascio 
https://docplayer.it/49358403-Analisi-delle-componenti-

principali-con-r.html
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Installare R https://www.r-project.org/

Qualche risorsa aggiuntiva

http://www.statmethods.net/index.html (con vari “How to...”)

http://www.gruppochemiometria.it/index.php/r-based-chemometric-software

caricare pacchetto tourr, help(olive)

pacchetto Psych 

head(olive)

olivenum<-olive[,c(3:10)]

animate_xy(olive[,c(7,9,10)])

animate_xy(olive[,c(7,9,10)],col=olive[,1])

plot(olivenum)

plot(olivenum[,c(1:3)])

olidim(olive)

n <- nrow(olive)

p <- ncol(olive)

medie <- colMeans(olive[,c(3:10)])

scarto <-sapply (olivenum, sd)

describe(olivenum)

describeBy(olivenum,olive[2]) 6

https://www.r-project.org/
http://www.statmethods.net/index.html
http://www.gruppochemiometria.it/index.php/r-based-chemometric-software


R <- cor(olive[,c(3:10)])

eigen(R)

autoval <- eigen(R)$values

autovec <- eigen(R)$vectors

pvarsp = autoval/p

pvarspcum = cumsum(pvarsp)

plot(autoval, main="Scree Diagram", xlab="Numero Componenti", 

ylab="Autovalori")

abline(h = 1, lwd = 3, col = "red")

olive.scale <- scale(olive[,c(3:10)], T, T)

punteggi <- olive.scale%*%autovec[,1:3]

plot (punteggi, col = olive [,1], main="Dispersione dei punteggi", 

xlab="PC1", ylab="PC2")

text(punteggi, rownames(olive[,c(3:10)]))

abline (v=0, h=0, col)
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princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T)

summary(princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T))

screeplot(princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T))

plot(princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T)$scores)

text(princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T)$scores, 

rownames(olive[,c(3:10)]))

abline(h=0, v=0)

plot(princomp(olive[,c(3:10)], cor=T)$scores, col=olive[,1])

describeBy(punteggi,olive[2])

describeBy(punteggiolive,olive[2])
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Analisi di raggruppamento / Cluster Analysis

http://www.statmethods.net/advstats/cluster.html

(http://statisticaconr.blogspot.it/2010/06/cluster-analysis-in-r-1-hierarchical.html)
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http://www.statmethods.net/advstats/cluster.html
http://statisticaconr.blogspot.it/2010/06/cluster-analysis-in-r-1-hierarchical.html
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Cluster Analysis

Motivation: why cluster analysis

Dissimilarity matrices

Introduction to clustering algorithms
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ES: di applicazione ricerca di similitudine tra contaminazione e 

tipo suolo in diversi punti di campionamento per identificare 

tecnologia di bonifica/messa in sicurezza
ricostruzione litostratigrafica dei terreni: S1÷S16

• prove di permeabilità

• installazione di un piezometro per individuare il fondo naturale e identificarlo 

come bianco: P7 

• analisi di campioni di terreno

• analisi acqua di falda freatica, piezometri: P1 ÷ P7

• analisi di sedimento di fondale marino P1 ÷ P15

Scala 1:2500

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8
S9

S10

S11

S12

S13

S14

S15

S16 P7
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The data
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Cluster analysis aims at grouping observations in clusters

Clusters should possibly be characterized by:

•High within homogeneity: observations in the same cluster should 

be similar (not dissimilar)

•High between heterogeneity: observations placed in different 

clusters should be quite distinct (dissimilar)

This means that we are interested in determining groups internally 

characterized by an high level of cohesion. Also, different clusters 

should describe different characteristics of the observations

Cluster analysis
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Cluster analysis

A basic concept in cluster analysis is dissimilarity between observations 

and, also, between groups. 

Let us first of all focus on observations.

In the context of cluster analysis, a measure of the dissimilarity between 

two cases, say the i-th and the  k-th, satisfies the following:
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WHAT IF dik = 0 ?

dik= 0 does not mean that two cases are identical. This only means that 

they are not dissimilar with respect to the particular context under 

analysis
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Cluster analysis
Dissimilarities between observations are arranged in the so called 

dissimilarity matrix, a square (n × n) matrix, where n is the number of 

observations. 

d11 d12 …. d1n

d21 d22 …. d2n

…. …. …. ….

dn1 dn2 …. dnn

Cases

Cases

The (i,k)-th element of the matrix is 

the dissimilarity between the i-th 

and the k-th case.  The matrix is 

symmetric, since we assumed  that 

di,k = dk,i

In some applications the dissimilarity matrix  is obtained by taking into account 

measurements on a set of variables. Different measures of dissimilarities 

have been introduced in literature depending on the characteristics of the 

involved variables. Hence, different dissimilarity matrices can be obtained.  

In other situations, the dissimilarity matrix may contain other kind of information, 

for example judgements about the dissimilarity between cases. In this case, the 

dissimilarity matrix is given.
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Cluster Analysis for numerical variables

Dissimilarity measures for numerical variables

Euclidean distance

Statistical distance

22
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Where zij is the standardized value corresponding to xij

In the case when clusters have to be obtained on the basis of a vector of 

measurements on p variables (data matrix), the dissimilarity between two cases 

may be calculate by referring to the standard Euclidean distance or to the 

statistical distance
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Notice that the squared deviations are considered. As a consequences, extreme 

values on a given variable will have a great influence on the resulting dissimilarity. 

Moreover, extreme observations will be very dissimilar from the others, and hence 

regular observations will possibly be clustered together independently on their 

differences (clusters of regular vs clusters of extreme obs) 
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Cluster Analysis for numerical variables
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Manhattan (or City block) distance

Also in this case a transformation may be applied similar to standardization. 

The absolute deviation relative to the j-th variable may be divided by:

The range, Rj = (highest value– lowest value) for the j-th variable

The MAD,  the median of the absolute deviations from the median.

The second criterion is less sensible to outliers (outliers may strongly influence 

the range) and it is similar to the standardization (dividing by a ‘standard’ 

deviation, in this situation a synthesis (median) of the deviance from the 

median)

Dissimilarity measures for numerical variables

An alternative criterion based on absolute rather than squared deviations is the
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Cluster analysis

label Dist

1

Dist

2

Dist

3

Dist

4

Dist

5

Dist

6

Dist

7

Dist

8

Dist

9

Dist

10

Dist

11

Dist

12

Dist

13

Dist

14

Dist

15

Dist

16

obs1 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

obs2 0.85 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

obs3 1.53 0.70 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

obs4 2.12 1.93 1.80 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

obs5 5.22 4.57 3.94 3.50 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . .

obs6 2.60 1.81 1.12 1.94 2.88 0.00 . . . . . . . . . .

obs7 4.10 3.31 2.61 3.03 1.79 1.50 0.00 . . . . . . . . .

obs8 4.10 3.30 2.60 3.08 1.88 1.50 0.10 0.00 . . . . . . . .

obs9 4.84 4.01 3.31 3.91 2.11 2.26 0.89 0.83 0.00 . . . . . . .

obs10 6.07 5.31 4.62 4.66 1.45 3.50 2.03 2.06 1.67 0.00 . . . . . .

obs11 3.23 2.59 2.00 1.71 1.99 1.12 1.38 1.45 2.27 2.98 0.00 . . . . .

obs12 4.93 5.05 5.00 3.20 4.74 4.92 5.42 5.50 6.24 6.19 4.12 0.00 . . . .

obs13 5.42 5.46 5.33 3.55 4.55 5.12 5.43 5.52 6.22 5.99 4.22 0.67 0.00 . . .

obs14 6.14 5.95 5.65 4.05 3.64 5.12 4.97 5.07 5.61 4.99 4.04 2.21 1.60 0.00 . .

obs15 5.79 5.19 4.58 3.95 0.72 3.56 2.51 2.60 2.77 1.73 2.59 4.69 4.39 3.28 0.00 .

obs16 4.96 4.72 4.39 2.84 2.78 3.86 3.83 3.93 4.55 4.22 2.81 2.06 1.77 1.26 2.64 0

Example (synthetic data). Dissimilarity matrix

How should we choose groups? We can individuate some close pairs (for 

example, obs 7 and obs 8 are closest). But how many groups should we 

consider? How can we properly assign each observation to a given group?
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Cluster analysis

Example (synthetic data). Simple example, 2 dimensions – graphical analysis

2 groups are clearly 

identifiable

But maybe also 3 

groups may be 

considered. Which 

cluster should obs11 

and obs6 be assigned 

to?
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Types of clustering

Data clustering algorithms can be hierarchical. Hierarchical algorithms find 

successive clusters using previously established clusters. Hierarchical algorithms can 

be agglomerative ("bottom-up") or divisive ("top-down"). Agglomerative algorithms 

begin with each element as a separate cluster and merge them into successively 

larger clusters. Divisive algorithms begin with the whole set and proceed to divide it 

into successively smaller clusters.

Partitional algorithms typically determine all clusters at once, but can also be used as 

divisive algorithms in the hierarchical clustering.

Density-based clustering algorithms are devised to discover arbitrary-shaped clusters. 

In this approach, a cluster is regarded as a region in which the density of data objects 

exceeds a threshold. DBSCAN and OPTICS are two typical algorithms of this kind.

Two-way clustering, co-clustering or biclustering are clustering methods where not 

only the objects are clustered but also the features of the objects, i.e., if the data is 

represented in a data matrix, the rows and columns are clustered simultaneously.

Another important distinction is whether the clustering uses symmetric or asymmetric 

distances. A property of Euclidean space is that distances are symmetric (the distance 

from object A to B is the same as the distance from B to A). In other applications (e.g., 

sequence-alignment methods, see Prinzie & Van den Poel (2006)), this is not the 

case.

Many clustering algorithms require specification of the number of clusters to produce 

in the input data set, prior to execution of the algorithm. Barring knowledge of the 

proper value beforehand, the appropriate value must be determined, a problem for 

which a number of techniques have been developed.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_of_a_set
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBSCAN
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OPTICS&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biclustering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_matrix_(statistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Determining_the_number_of_clusters_in_a_data_set
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Cluster analysis: methods

Hierarchical (agglomerative) algorithms

Sequential procedures.

At the first step, each observation constitutes a cluster. At each step, the two closest 

clusters are joined to form a new cluster. Thus, the groups at each step are nested with 

respect to the groups obtained at the previous step. 

Once an object has been assigned to a group it is never removed from the group later 

on in the clustering process. 

The hierarchical method produce a complete sequence of cluster solutions beginning 

with n clusters and ending with one clusters containing all the n observations. 

In some application the set of nested clusters is the required solution whereas in other 

applications only one of the cluster solutions is selected as the solution, i.e., the proper 

number of clusters has to be selected.  
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms

Initial solution: n clusters (one for each observation)

At each step: the two closest (lowest dissimilarity) clusters are joined 

to form a new cluster
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms

Hierarchical agglomerative algorithms

At each step, we should join the two closest clusters. 

Our starting point is the dissimilarity matrix. It is almost easy to 

determine which are the two closest observations. 

Nevertheless, now a problem arises: how do we calculate the 

dissimilarity between one observation and one cluster or between two 

clusters?

Definition of criteria to measure the 

Dissimilarity between groups of observations (clusters)
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We limit attention to two approaches to measure dissimilarity between clusters

1. Criteria based on the dissimilarity between two properly chosen observations

2. Criteria based on syntheses of the dissimilarities or on dissimilarities 

between syntheses.

For the sake of clarity, 

we illustrate the 

proposals by referring 

to a simplified 2-

dimensional plot 

(synthetic data) may be 

applied also when a 

dissimilarity matrix is 

available (regardless of 

how it was obtained).

We consider a 3-

clusters partition and 

show how to measure 

the dissimilarity 

between 2 clusters.

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms
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Single linkage: the dissimilarity between two clusters is measured by the 

smallest possible dissimilarity between cases in the two clusters (dissimilarity 

between the two closest cases)

The two clusters with minimum single linkage are joined

Single linkage: which 

clusters should be joined?

The dissimilarity between 

two clusters is based on 

one of the possible pairs 

of observations

Single linkage: 

SMALLEST 

DISSIMILARITY

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters
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Single linkage: It is a flexible method and it can individuate also clusters with 

particular shapes (elongated, elliptical)

However, in cases when clusters are not well separated this method may lead 

to unsatisfactory solutions due to the so called chaining effect.

Consider the three clusters 1-3 in the left panel. Clusters 1 and 2 are (“globally”) 

closer.

Nevertheless, due to the presence of two very close cases in clusters 2 and 3, 

they will be joined instead. 

Another example is in the right panel. This last example evidences that this 

method may be useful in outliers detection.

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters

1

3

2
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Complete linkage: the dissimilarity between two clusters is measured by 

the smallest possible dissimilarity between cases in the two clusters (dissimilarity 

between the two furthest cases)
The two clusters with minimum complete linkage are joined

Complete linkage: which 

clusters should be joined?

The dissimilarity between two 

clusters is based on one of 

the possible pairs of 

observations

Usually clusters with similar 

diameters are obtained

Single linkage

Complete linkage: 

LARGEST 

DISSIMILARITY

Depending on the criterion 

chosen to measure 

dissimilarity between 

clusters, different clusters 

are joined

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters
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Average linkage: The dissimilarity between two clusters is given by the 

average the dissimilarities between all the possible pairs of cases

The dissimilarity is based 

upon a synthesis of all the 

dissimilarities

Usually clusters with similar 

variances are obtained

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters
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Dissimilarity between centroids: The dissimilarity between two 

clusters is given by the dissimilarities between the centroids (Important: this 

quantity may also be evaluated when only the dissimilarity matrix is available)

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters

The dissimilarity is based 

upon a synthesis of all the 

dissimilarities
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SSWr
SSWs

Ward’s method: Let us focus only on two of the three clusters considered 

before, and let us consider the case when a data matrix is available (even if the 

procedure can be extended to the case when we only have a dissimilarity 

matrix). This method is based upon the concept of within sum of squares. 

Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms – dissimilarity/clusters

Within sum of squares for a cluster c 
 


cn

i

p

j

jcijcc xxSSW
1 1

2)(

Suppose now that the two clusters r and s are joined to form cluster t.

It will be SSWt > SSWr + SSWs (the two original centroids will explain better 

cases within clusters). The increase consequent to the joining of r and s will be 

quite small if the two clusters are very close, and high if they are very different.

The quantity SSWt  (SSWr + SSWs ) is called between sum of squares (SS). 

Ward’s method: the two clusters with the smallest Between SS are joined. 

SSWt
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms

Given a dissimilarity matrix, based on a certain measure of the dissimilarity 

between cases, there are different methods to measure the dissimilarity 

between clusters. These criteria often lead to different partitions.

Single Linkage Cluster Analysis

NCL Clusters Joined FREQ Min Dist

15 obs7 obs8 2 0.1

14 obs12 obs13 2 0.6708

13 obs2 obs3 2 0.7

12 obs5 obs15 2 0.7211

11 CL15 obs9 3 0.8322

10 obs1 CL13 3 0.8544

9 CL10 obs6 4 1.118

8 CL9 obs11 5 1.118

7 obs14 obs16 2 1.2649

6 CL8 CL11 8 1.3793

5 CL12 obs10 3 1.45

4 CL14 CL7 4 1.6031

3 CL6 CL5 11 1.6651

2 CL3 obs4 12 1.7088

1 CL2 CL4 16 2.6401

NCL Clusters Joined FREQ Max Dist

15 obs7 obs8 2 0.1

14 obs12 obs13 2 0.6708

13 obs2 obs3 2 0.7

12 obs5 obs15 2 0.7211

11 CL15 obs9 3 0.8902

10 obs6 obs11 2 1.118

9 obs14 obs16 2 1.2649

8 obs1 CL13 3 1.5297

7 CL12 obs10 3 1.727

6 obs4 CL10 3 1.9416

5 CL14 CL9 4 2.2091

4 CL7 CL11 6 2.7659

3 CL8 CL6 6 3.228

2 CL3 CL4 12 6.0706

1 CL2 CL5 16 6.2434

Complete Linkage Cluster Analysis
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms

Given a dissimilarity matrix, based on a certain measure of the dissimilarity 

between cases, there are different methods to measure the dissimilarity 

between clusters. These criteria often lead to different partitions.

Single Linkage Cluster Analysis Complete Linkage Cluster Analysis
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical algorithms

To apply a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm we have to:

1. Obtain the dissimilarity matrix containing the dissimilarities between all 

the possible pairs of observations (as we will see later, different criteria may 

be referred to)

2. Choose a method to measure the dissimilarity between clusters

These choices have an impact on the sequence of nested partitions obtained 

as an output. So we usually have different sequences of nested 

partitions.

But, also, for a given sequence of nested partitions the following problem 

arises: 

How should we select a suitable number of clusters?
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

We consider first the problem of choosing one out of the clustes 

solutions obtained with one hierarchical clustering process. 

At this aim, the agglomeration process is monitored as the number of 

clusters declines from n to 1, and some quality of clustering criteria 

are evaluated. 

1. Internal criteria. The simplest approach to cluster choice consists in the 

evaluation of the dissimilarity between the two clusters joined at each 

step. In the first steps of the procedure, similar cases/groups will be joined 

to form new clusters. At subsequent steps, we can expect an increasing of 

this dissimilarity, and this increase will tend to grow exponentially in the last 

aggregation phases, i.e. when very dissimilar clusters are joined. 

2. External criteria. Another possibility consists in the evaluation of some 

statistics – not related to the criterion used to measure the dissimilarity 

between clusters – which are solely based upon the R2, the within and the 

between sum of squares characterizing partition of different degree (different 

number of clusters) 
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

Internal criteria: Tree diagram (dendrogram) and its height

The agglomerative process can be graphically represented using a tree diagram, also 

called dendrogram, with cases on the horizontal axis and the dissimilarity between the 

clusters joined at each step  on the vertical axis (the dissimilarity is normalized). 

Tree diagram (Single linkage) If a large change in 

the height occurs 

consequently to an 

aggregation at step 

C then the (C + 1) 

solution immediately 

prior to this step 

should be chosen. 

A ‘cut’ in the 

dendrogram, 

corresponding to a 

given aggregation 

defines the groups 

to be considered 

(obs connected to 

the branches).
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

Internal criteria: Tree diagram (dendrogram) and its height

Tree diagram (Complete linkage)

Where would you ‘cut’ the dendrogram? I.e., which aggregation would you avoid?

Remember that 

the height of the 

dendrogram is 

normalized. 

Observe that 

the dissimilarity 

between 

observations is 

different from 

one tree to 

another. 

(consider for 

example the 

distance 

between obs 5 

and 15) 
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

External criteria: R2, Pseudo F, Pseudo t2 . 

Criteria based upon the within and between sum of squares. Consider for 

simplicity the situation when cluster analysis is based upon a vector of 

measurements (the concepts can be extended to the case when only  a 

dissimilarity matrix is available)
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Consider a partition of the dataset into C clusters

The Within SS sum of squares is a synthesis of the squared errors incurred 

when using the clusters to “make predictions”/explain the variables at the basis 

of the clustering procedure. Instead, the Total SS is the  synthesis of the squared 

errors when the general means are used (no external information – clusters)
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R square: quality of a partition. It is related to 

the proportion of total variation among cases 

explained by clusters

Semi-partial R square: decrease of the R2  when 

moving from C clusters to (C – 1) clusters. 

Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

External criteria: R2, Pseudo F, Pseudo t2 . 

R2 = 1 when C = n (each case constitute a cluster – no within SS) 

R2 = 0 when C = 1 (all cases placed in a single cluster –Within SS=Total SS) As 

the number of clusters decreases the R2 also decreases. A sudden decrease of 

the R2 would indicate the joining of clusters which are really dissimilar
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

External criteria: R2, Pseudo F, Pseudo t2 . 

Pseudo F statistic
/( 1)

/( )

C
C

C

C
F

n C






B

W

In the initial steps of agglomeration, as n decreases, B decreases and W 

increases, so FC gradually decreases. A sudden relatively high decrease of FC

consequent to an aggregation indicates the joining of two quite distinct clusters. 

The (C + 1) cluster solution immediately prior to this decrease should be 

selected. 

( )( 2)t r s r s
C

r s

SSW SSW SSW n n
t

SSW SSW

   



Pseudo t statistic

Numerator = increase in the Within SS resulting from joining r and s to form a 

new cluster. Denominator=sum of the within SS of the two joined clusters. A 

sudden increase of the statistics indicates the joining of two distinct clusters 

(high relative increase of the within consequent to aggregation). 
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

Pseudo F

Height  
(min. distance between clusters)

R square

Pseudo T

Monitoring internal and external criteria: Single linkage

All criteria: No clear 

indications (2 

clusters)
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Cluster analysis: hierarchical methods/choosing the nr of clusters

Monitoring internal and external criteria: Complete linkage

Height  
(max. distance between clusters)

R square

Pseudo F Pseudo T
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Cluster analysis – partitioning algorithms 

In partitioning algorithms, the number of clusters has to be specified. The 

algorithm usually starts with an initial allocation of the objects into G groups. 

Then observations are placed in the cluster they are closest to. Alternatively, 

observations are assigned to one cluster so as to maximize an objective 

function. The procedure iterates until all objects belong to the closest group (the 

objective function is maximized) or until a convergence criterion is satisfied . 

Usually partitioning methods are based upon measurements on a set of 

variables rather than on a dissimilarity, and on Euclidean distances.

One of the most important partitioning algorithms is the k-means algorithm. In 

this algorithm, the distance from one observation to a cluster is measured 

as the distance between the observation and the centroid of the cluster. 

It can be easily shown that in this case the algorithms attempts to find the 

partition characterized by the minimum Within SS, i.e., by the maximum R2.

In this sense, Ward’s and the k-means algorithms are two R2-maximizing 

algorithms. The former is based upon a hierarchical solution to the optimization 

problem. The latter is instead based on an iterative search of the optimum. 
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Step 1: Select the initial 

partition

(this partition may also be defined on 

the basis of a preliminary cluster 

analysis / hierarchical procedure) 

Usually, G seeds are selected

Step 2: Allocation 

Each case is allocated to the closest 

cluster (closest centroid)

Step 3: Seeds update

Seeds are updated: centroid of the 

obtained clusters

Step 2 and 3 are iterated 

until convergence:

2. Re-allocation

3. Seeds update

Es. G=2

Cluster analysis – partitioning algorithms 
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k-means algorithm

Allocate cases to the closest seed

Obtain clusters’ centroids

Allocate cases to the closest centroid

G seeds are randomly selected. 

subroutines defined 

to select seeds not 

too close one to each 

other – higher group 

separation

Select an initial partition

Obtain clusters’ centroids

Cluster analysis – partitioning algorithms 

Reallocation step (maxiter)

If maxiter=0, cases are 

assigned to the closest 

cluster -> no reallocation. 

Useful to assign cases to 

previously determined 

clusters  

Convergence criteria satisfied?

YES

stop

NO
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Agglomerative algorithms: 

•OK Many solutions – monitoring of the process

•OK Flexibility in choosing the measure of dissimilarity (both for obs  – see later – and 

for clusters). The case when only the dissimilarity matrix is available can be handled. 

•KO Problems with large datasets (difficulty in handling very large dissimilarity matrices)

•KO Hierarchy is not flexible: once obs are joined they are no longer split. Possible 

distortions in the case when there are outliers

Partitioning algorithms

•OK Large dataset

•OK Flexible with respect to the aggregation of cases. Groups may change. 

•KO Choice of the number of clusters: difficult

•KO Partitions with a different number of clusters are not nested and consequently it 

may be difficult to analyze the relationship between them.

Cluster analysis

In some applications combinations of the algorithms are considered

Large databases: a sample of cases is selected. A hierarchical algorithm is applied to 

select the number of clusters. Then a partitioning algorithm is applied (optionally, the 

initial seeds are the centroids of the clusters obtained with the hierarchical algorithm)

Flexibility: A hierarchical algorithm is applied. A partition is selected. The centroids of 

the obtained clusters are used as seeds in a partitioning algorithm. The aim is to 

evaluate if and to which extent the initial solution changes and, also, to evaluate the 

possible influence of outliers on results.
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Cluster analysis

Whatever the algorithm used to obtain clusters:

1. Number of clusters

•Choice – agglomerative methods

•Guess – partitioning methods

2. Evaluation of the quality of the obtained partition

3. Interpretation of clusters

Internal evaluation: 

•Analysis of cases grouped together. Sensible only if obs are identifiable 

(meaningful labels). 

•Analysis of cluster syntheses (means in the case when cluster analysis 

is based upon numerical variables, other measures – medians, modes – in 

other cases). This is possible only when measurements on variables are 

available

•Visualization of clusters in factorial maps

External evaluation

•Evaluation of the characteristics of the clusters (same as before) by 

referring to variables which were not used to obtain clusters
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Cautions

1. Cluster analysis (as we described it) is a descriptive 

technique. The solution is not unique and it strongly depends upon the 

analyst’s choices. We will describe how it is possible to combine different 

results in order to obtain stable clusters, not depending too much on the 

criteria selected to analyze data.

2. Cluster analysis always provide groups, even if there is 

no group structure. When applying a cluster analysis we are 

hypothesizing that groups exist. But this assumption may be false or weak.

3. Cluster analysis results’ should not be generalized. Cases 

in the same cluster are (hopefully) similar only with respect to the information 

cluster analysis was based on (i.e., dimensions/variables inducing the 

considered dissimilarities).



per una analisi di dati 

ci possono essere più approcci

Si ha conferma delle conclusioni dell’analisi 

dalla coerenza dei risultati di approcci 

diversi
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PROGRAMMA 2018-2019 (1)

Il processo analitico: generalità (capitolo 4 Analytical Chemistry)

•Il processo di misura chimico e suoi stadi: campionamento; preparazione del 
campione; misura e trasduzione del segnale analitico; acquisizione del segnale ed 
elaborazione dei dati.

Analisi elementare (capitolo 24 Analytical Chemistry)

•Spettrometria di emissione atomica; principi, sorgenti; spettrometri; rilevazione; 
prestazioni analitiche

•Spettrometria di assorbimento atomico; principi; sorgenti di radiazione primaria; 
sorgenti di atomi liberi; sistemi ottici dispersivi; rilevatori; misura dei segnali; 
sensitività; interferenze chimiche; interferenze spettrali 

•Spettrometria di fluorescenza di raggi X; principi, strumentazione; applicazioni

•Spettrometria di massa inorganica

Analisi specifiche su composti o molecole (capitolo 25 Analytical Chemistry)

•Spettroscopie molecolari UV-Vis e IR: principi; spettrofotometria UV-Vis, legge di 
Lambert-Beer; spettrofotometro; sorgenti; selettori di lunghezze d'onda; rivelatori, 
applicazioni in analisi qualitativa e quantitativa

•Spettrometria di massa organica: principi; un semplice spettrometro di massa; 
tecniche di ionizzazione soft; analisi delle masse; sistemi di introduzione del 
campione; strumentazione; spettrometria di massa in tandem; performance 
analitiche; analisi qualitative e quantitative; applicazioni
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PROGRAMMA 2017-2018 (2)

Sistemi eterogenei

Sistemi Liquido-Liquido (capitolo 14 Analytical Chemistry)

•Introduzione; Costanti di distribuzione: il coefficiente di partizione, rapporti di 
distribuzione; Estrazione di specie molecolari; estrazione di complessi metallici; 
Reagenti per l’accoppiamento ionico (ion pairing); Chelanti per i metalli

Equilibri Liquido-Solido (capitolo 15 Analytical Chemistry)

•Scambio ionico; Estrazione Soxhlet; Estrazione con fluidi supercritici; Accelerated 
solvent extraction (ASE); Metodi di estrazione assistiti dalle microonde (con solventi 
organici e digestioni acide); Estrazioni ultrasoniche; Estrazioni con acqua 
supercritica; Estrazione con fase solida (SPE); Metodi di estrazione per assorbimenti 
(“sorptive”) (SPME, SBSE)

Sistemi Gas-Liquido e Gas Solido (capitolo 16 Analytical Chemistry)

•Sistemi Gas-Liquido; Sistemi Gas Solido
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Cromatografia (capitolo 21 Analytical Chemistry)

• Fondamenti delle separazioni cromatografiche; sviluppo di un 
cromatogramma; valori caratteristici di un cromatogramma; teoria della 
cromatografia; La risoluzione Rs come parametro della separazione dei 
picchi; analisi qualitativa e quantitativa. 

• La gas-cromatografia; dati sulla ritenzione e coefficienti di partizione; 
separazioni nella fase gassosa; componenti di un gas cromatografo; fasi 
stazionarie; applicazioni; cromatografia di adsorbimento. 

• La cromatografia liquida; high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC); 
fasi legate; cromatografia di adsorbimento; cromatografia ionica classica e 
HPIC; esclusione dimensionale; cromatografia su strato sottile; 

• Cromatografia con fluidi supercritici; tecniche multidimensionali; 
elettroforesi, Field Flow Fractionation. 

Accoppiamento di tecniche cromatografiche e spettroscopiche (capitolo 
26 Analytical Chemistry)
• Introduzione; sistemi gas cromatografici ifenati; GC-MS; LC-MS; altre 

tecniche ifenate

PROGRAMMA 2017-2018 (3)
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PROGRAMMA 2017-2018 (4)

Metodi elettrochimici - Sensori chimici (capitoli 18 e 33 Analytical Chemistry)

Preparazione del campione (capitolo 20 Analytical Chemistry)

•Introduzione; macinazione, omogeneizzazione ed essicazione del campione; 
dissoluzione e digestione di specie insolubili; filtrazione e tecniche di pretrattamento 
del campione basate su membrane; tecniche di spazio di testa; estrazione; tecniche 
di estrazione liquida; intrappolamento su un solido (ad)sorbente; estrazione di analiti 
inorganici; procedure cromatografiche come separazioni preliminari.

Il processo analitico: ricapitolazione ed approfondimento (capitolo 4 Analytical 
Chemistry)

•Il processo di misura chimico; Operazioni preliminari; Il campionamento (fattori 
limitanti, approcci, tipi di campione, errori, metodi); La preparazione del campione; La 
misura e la trasduzione del segnale analitico; L’acquisizione del segnale e 
l’elaborazione dei dati; Tendenze attuali scientifiche e tecniche; esempi di processi 
analitici
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ESAME FINALE

Esame finale:

•Esame orale integrato (teoria e laboratorio);

•Discussione delle relazioni sulle esperienze di laboratorio in sede di esame.

**********************************************

Relazioni su esperienze di laboratorio:

•Le relazioni su tutte le esperienze di laboratorio verranno consegnate dagli 
studenti ai docenti entro 7-10 giorni prima della data dell'esame;

**********************************************

Modalità blended: 

•I docenti renderanno disponibile su piattaforma Moodle2 il materiale (slides) 
riguardante gli argomenti trattati durante le lezioni;
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